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Abstract 

Optimal control of tiltrotor aircraft following power 

failure was theoretically studied using nonlinear opti

mal control theory. Optimization of the various take

off procedures, i.e., vertical, running, and oblique 

takeoffs in either a helicopter or conversion mode 

showed distinct advantages in increasing the maxi

mum takeoff weight and/or decreasing the minimum 

takeoff distance, especially when applying variable 

critical decision speeds according to the takeoff field 

configuration. Optimal control procedures for land

ing and continued flight following power failure are 

also discussed with emphasis on the effects of nacelle 

angle control. The analytical method proposed in 

this paper is expected to contribute to more efficient 

use of tiltrotor aircraft in powered-lift transport cat

egory operations, and aLso considered to markedly 

reduce the cost, time, and risks involved in certifica

tion flight tests. 

Abbreviations 

AEO = all engines operating 
BFL = balanced field length 
CDP = critical decision point 
CTO = continued takeoff 
EF = engine failure 
OAT 
OEI 
R/C 
RTO 
VEF 

Vi 
v, 

= outside air temperature 
= one engine inoperative 
= rate of climb 
= rejected takeoff 
= flight speed at engine failure 
= critical decision speed 
= takeoff safety speed 
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t Professor, Department of Aeronautics. 
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Introduction 

Tiltrotor aircraft have the capability to survive 

power failure, with their fly-away success and/or safe 

landing following power failure depending on several 

flight conditions at the moment of power failure, e.g., 

height and velocity (these limits are shown in a H

V diagram), and on the flight mode (Fig. 1). The 

cruising airplane mode, having the minimum power 

requirements, can normally be continued in a one

engine-inoperative (OEI) condition. In fact, even if 

all engines fail, by converting to the helicopter mode, 

(a) Helicopter Mode 

(b) Conversion Mode 

(c) Airplane Mode 

Fig. 1 Tiltrotor aircraft flight modes. 



an autorotative landing can be performed if the ini

tial height is sufficient for the transition. The effect 

of power failure is most critical when it occurs during 

takeoff, thus the takeoff weight, especially in trans

port category operations (Ref. !), is often limited to 

insure safety following power failure. 

Tiltrotor aircraft takeoff procedures include sev

eral variations as shown in Fig. 2. A vertical takeoff 

is used for zero-field-length operations from very con

fined. areas, e.g., a roof-top vertiport, although the 

takeoff weight is most significantly limited so that a 

safe return to the original takeoff point is assured. 

In contrast, the running takeoff can bear a much 

heavier takeoff weight, even if the in-ground-effect 

(IGE) hover ceiling is exceeded, providing the run

way length is adequate to handle both a continued 

and rejected takeoff. When using the oblique take

off in either the helicopter or conversion mode, the 

maximum takeoff weight and required takeoff dis

tance can be traded off according to the available 

takeoff field length. 

These operational limitations have been verified 

for helicopters by certification flight tests, however, 

they require significant cost and effort due to the 

high risks involved and the various influential pa

rameters. A theoretical method was subsequently 

(a) Vertical Takeoff 

(c) Helicopter Mode Oblique Takeoff 

developed to evaluate helicopter flight safety follow

ing power failure (Ref. 2) by applying nonlinear op

timal control theory to improved dynamic and aero

dynamic models. In the present paper, this method 

was extended for a tiltrotor configuration and then 

applied to the optimal control problems of tiltro

tor aircraft following power failure, with emphasis 

on optimizing the takeoff procedures for transport 

category operations. 

Formulation 

Dynamic and Ae~odynamic Models 

Longitudinal three-degree-of-freedom motion is 

considered assuming a rigid- body dynamic model. 

The state variables are height above takeoff surface 

h, flight distance x, forward speed u, rate of descent 

w, pitch attitude 0, pitch rate q, rotor rotational 

speed n, and nacelle angle i, (0° in the airplane 

mode and 90° in the helicopter mode). The control 

variables are blade collective pitch 00 , nacelle angle 

rate q., and the pitching control moment lvf which 

can be substituted for a combination of the elevator 

angle and blade longitudinal cyclic pitch related to 

the nacelle angle. The equations of motion are given 

as follows: 

(b) Running Takeoff 

(d) Conversion Mode Oblique Takeoff 

Fig. 2 Tiltrotor aircraft takeoff procedures. 
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dh/dt = -w 

dxjdt = u 

dujdt = {Tcos(0 +in)- Hsin(0 +in) 

- Lsin')'- D COS')' }/m 

dwjdt = -{Tsin(0 + i.) + H cos(0 +in) 

d0jdt = q 

dqjdt = Mjly 

+ L COSJ' - D sin/'} /m + g 

dl1/dt = (Q.- Q,)jh 

di./dt = q. 

where T, H and Q, are respectively thrust, H-force 

and torque of the rotors, Q a is available engine 

torque, L and D are fuselage lift and drag (including 

wing contribution), /' is flight path angle (positive 

climbing), m is aircraft mass, and I R and ly are ro

tor moment of inertia and body moment of inertia 

with respect to pitching axis. 

The rotors' aerodynamic performance was calcu

lated using modified blade element theory in com

bination with modified momentum theory (Ref. 2). 

The former theory takes into account the effects of 

blade root stall during descent, being one of the most 

characteristic problems of tiltrotor aircraft due to 

their highly twisted rotor blades, whereas the latter 

theory is valid over the entire operating envelope in

cluding the vortex ring state. The airfoil's lift and 

drag coefficients were given by a function of the air

speed in order to take into account compressibility 

effects. The rotor thrust reduction due to the wing 

download was assumed by the following empirical 

equation: 

T T• (1 0.1 .. ) = - f.l./0.025 + 1 sm 1" 

where T* is the isolated rotor's calculated thrust. 

Typical assumed tiltrotor aircraft specifications are 

given in Table 1, being based on the XV-15 tiltro

tor research aircraft. Figure 3 shows the required 

power variation of this tiltrotor aircraft with respect 

to flight speed and various nacelle angles, where the 
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results obtained using the presented dynamic and 

aerodynamic models show good agreement with the 

flight tests results (Ref. 3). The nacelle angle limi

tation due to wing stall was also analyzed (Fig. 4), 

and found to be in good agreement with the XV-15's 

conversion corridor (Ref. 4). 

Table 1 Tiltrotor aircraft specifications 

Maximum Gross Weight 
Empty Weight 
Rotor Radius 

Blade Chord 
Rotor Design Speed 
(Helicopter /Conversion Mode) 

Number of Blades 

Wing Area 
Wing Span 

15000 lbf 
10000 lbf 
12.5 ft 
14.0 in 

565 rpm 

3 
169 ft 2 

32.2 ft 

2500,----.....,-----,-,---,----,--, 

Q: Nacelle Angle • 90• SO• ! 30• 
.<= .!f!. 2000 '. 

~ ., 
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Q) 
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a: 
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Flight Speed (kt) 

Fig. 3 Required power variation with respect to flight 
speed for various nacelle angles. 

Fig. 4 XV.l5 Conversion corridor. 



Optimization Problems 

Several optimization problems were formulated, 

e.g., maximizing the takeoff weight in VTOL opera

tions and minimizing the required takeoff distance in 

STOL operations, with each problem's performance 

index and terminal conditions being discussed in sub

sequent sections. The initial conditions were estab

lished by the state variables 1 sec after power failure 

in order to simulate normal pilot reaction time. The 

allowable ranges of the control variables and some 

of the state variables were limited by the following 

inequality constraints: 

Ba min :S Oo :'5 Oo mu 

IMI :S Mm&X 

lqnl :S qn max 

0min ::; e :5 0ma.x 

nmjn :$ n :5 11max 

These nonlinear optimal control problems with in

equality constraints were numerically solved using 

"slack variables" (Ref. 5) and the Sequential Conju

gate Gradient Restoration Algorithm (Ref. 6). 

Optimal Control Procedures following 
Power Failure 

Optimal control procedures following power failure 

during hover were studied with emphasis on nacelle 

angle control effects. Two typical cases were consid

ered, i.e., continued flight (fly-away) following one 

engine failure and an autorotative landing following 

total power failure. 

Fly-Away following Power Failure 

The fly-away optimization problem was formulated 

so as to minimize the initial hovering height using the 

terminal condition of transition to level flight with 

35 ft minimum clearance above the takeoff surface. 

The performance index and the terminal conditions 
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are given as 

I= min h(O) 

where 

Here the maximum contingency power was assumed 

as 1250 shp, corresponding to the XV-15's maxi

mum continuous power since it is a research aircraft 

and therefore designed to have excessive contingency 

power (1800 shp) for commercial aircraft use. 

Figure 5 shows two optimal solutions assuming a 

fixed and optimally controlled nacelle angle. Op

timal nacelle angle control is shown to reduce the 

height loss during transition by 15% (27 feet) since 

it produces a high pitch attitude which contributes 

to increased wing lift. 

Landing following Power Failure 

The landing optimization problem following total 

power failure was formulated to minimize the initial 

hovering height (called high hover height) using the 

terminal condition that the touchdown speed factor, 

which is a sum of the squares of nondimensionalized 

forward speed and rate of descent at touchdown, is 

within the landing gear capacity as follows: 

I= min h(O) 

where 

As shown by the results in Fig. 6, the optimal na

celle angle control has little effect on the high hover 

height (5 %, 25 feet). 

Optimization of Takeoff Procedures 

Since the required takeoff distance is considered 

as the longer of the continued takeoff ( CTO) and re

jected takeoff (RTO) distances when power fails at 

the critical decision point (CDP) (Ref. 1), it is usu

ally minimized in a balanced field length (BFL) con

dition where the CTO and RTO distances are equaL 
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Fig. 5 Time histories of fly-away following one engine 
failure while hovering (W=l2870 lbf). 

Here, the CTO distance is defined to be from the 

initial hovering point to the point complying with 

the following three requirements: minimum clear

ance of 35 feet above the takeoff surface, positive rate 

of climb, and attainment of the takeoff safety speed 

\12 at which a 300 fpm minimum rate of climb is as

sured using the maximum OEI power. On the other 

hand, the RTO distance is the distance from the ini

tial hovering point to a completely stopped point, 

and after touchdown being assumed to be given by 

u(t 1 J2 /(2·0.2g), where a constant deceleration of 0.2g 

is assumed during the ground run. 
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Fig. 6 Time histories of landing following total power 
failure while hovering (W=lOOOO lbf). 

Oblique Takeoff 

The optimization problems for the helicopter/con

version mode oblique takeoff were formulated to min

imize the CTO and RTO distances following power 

failure as follows: 

For the CTO, 

I= min x(tj) 

where 

h(t1) 2:35 ft, w(t,) :50, u(tj) 2: V, 



For the RTO, 

I= min {x(t,) +u(tt) 2 /(2·0.2g)} 

where 

The all-engines-operating (AEO) takeoff path un· 

til power failure was calculated using the following 

assumptions: 1) The pitch attitude during the he

licopter mode takeoff and the nacelle angle during 

the conversion mode takeoff are assumed to be con

stant, with both being determined to minimize the 

required takeoff distance, whereas the pitch attitude 

during the conversion mode takeoff is assumed to 

be maintained level, 2) Transition from initial hover 

(a) Helicopter Mode Takeoff 

to these takeoff configurations was performed using 

the maximum pitching moment/nacelle a.ngle rate in 

the helicopter/ conversion mode takeoff, respectively, 

and 3) The AEO takeoff power is assumed as 2000 

shp. 

Figure 7 shows the optimal CTO and RTO paths 

for three takeoff procedures, i.e., a helicopter mode 

takeoff, conversion mode takeoff with fixed nacelle 

angle, and conversion mode takeoff with optimal na· 

celle angle control following power failure. The crit· 

ical decision speed was optimized for each takeoff 

procedure so that the BFL condition is obtained. 

As shown by Fig. 7 (a) and (b), the BFL is nearly 

independent of the nacelle angle if fixed following 

power failure. When the critical decision speed has 

~-~ ·-------- ~--

-------------------~ 
~--~---~---~-- ... , 

~ EF 

271 ft 

(b) Conversion Mode Takeoff (Fixed Nacelle Angle) 

~ ------- ~'-----

~·EF -~---------------------~---------------
269ft 

(c) Conversion Mode Takeoff (Optimal Nacelle Angle Control) 

--............ 135ft 

Un 
170ft 

Fig. 1 Optimal continued and rejected takeoff paths for an oblique takeoff (W=l2000 lbf). 
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a single value for both these takeoff procedures, the 

helicopter mode takeoff requires a shorter RTO dis

tance than the conversion mode takeoff since a rapid 

deceleration is available using a pull-up maneuver, 

whereas it requires a longer CTO distance due to the 

increased power requirement caused by the negative 

pitch attitude. 

Although the required takeoff distance is mini

mized in the BFL condition, the CTO and RTO dis

tances can be traded off according to the takeoff field 

configuration as shown in Fig. 8. If the takeoff field is 

clear as in a riverside vertiport, the helicopter mode 

takeoff with a low critical decision speed requires 

a 38% shorter runway than the BFL as shown in 

Fig. 8 (a) and (b). Here the minimum critical de

cision speed is limited by the requirement that the 

(a) Balanced Field Length 

height loss during the CTO must be less than half 

the critical decision height (REF /2). In contrast, if 

obstacles exist in the takeoff field as shown in Fig. 8 

(c), the conversion mode takeoff using a high criti

cal decision speed is preferable because of the short 

CTO distance. 

Since fixed nacelle angles were assumed in the pre

ceding discussions, the BFL decreases by 37% if the 

nacelle angle is optimally controlled following power 

failure (Fig.i (c)). Figure 9 shows the time histories 

of the CTO and RTO paths using optimal nacelle 

angle control. As can be seen from the nacelle an

gle history, the RTO 's optimal nacelle angle control 

is a simple conversion to its upper limit, thus being 

easily performed by the pilot. 

r-------------S65N------------~ 

----
------------~ 
~ 

565 It 

(b) Minimum RTO Distance 

349 It 

(c) Minimum CTO Distance 

r--------376 ft---------1 

r 35ft . 

~Oft 

~·~ ~--------------~--------------
821 It 

m 000 
000 
000 
000 

Fig. 8 Optimal takeoff procedures for various takeoff field configurations (W:::l2870 lbf). 
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Fig. 9 Time histories of continued and rejected takeoffs 
with optimal nacelle angle control (W=13500 lbf). 

When the required takeoff distance is within the 

available takeoff field length, the maximum takeoff 

weight for the conversion mode oblique takeoff is lim

ited by the AEO hover ceiling, whereas the maximum 

takeoff weight for the helicopter mode oblique take

off is normally limited by the OEI climb performance 

requirement due to the increase in necessary power 

caused by the negative pitch attitude. 
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Vertical Takeoff 

A vertical takeoff is usually performed at a low 

backward speed, and consequently requires eliminat

ing the unsafe region in the H-V diagram, thereby re

sulting in a significant takeoff weight limitation. The 

optimization problem for VTO L operations is there

fore formulated to maximize the takeoff weight us

ing the terminal condition that the touchdown speed 

factor from the most critical landing height (i.e., the 

height at which the touchdown speed factor is at its 

maximum) is within the landing gear capacity. The 

performance index and the terminal conditions are 

where 

I= min max m 
h(O) 

The critical decision height, the minimum height 

to continue takeoff following power failure, is deter

mined by 

I= min h(O) 

where 

The optimal RTO path from the critical decision 

height was calculated so as to minimize the touch

down speed factor using the terminal condition of 

landing at the original takeoff point as follows: 

where 

h(tr)=O, x(tr)=O 

Here the resultant touchdown speed factor is usu

ally within the landing gear capacity since the critical 

decision height is much higher than the most critical 

landing height. 



Figure 10 shows the optimal CTO and RTO paths, 

where the horizontal distance between the CDP and 

the takeoff point is determined so that the termina

tion of the CTO is just above the takeoff point in 

order to obtain an exact zero-field-length operation. 

In actual operations, however, the horizontal loca

tion of the CD P should be determined so that the 

pilot can keep the landing site within sight since the 

CTO path is not as restricted. 

Running Takeoff 

The nacelle angle during the running takeoff was 

assumed to be constant and determined so as to max

imize the takeoff weight, being limited by the OEI 

climb performance requirement. The critical deci

sion speed, the rotation speed, and the pitch attitude 

after rotation were also assumed to be constant, and 

then determined to minimize the required takeoff dis

tance. 

' ' ' 

135ft 

' ' 

EF 
• 

' ' ' 

L __ :f~ 
>~ 

·--~~o··---~ 

Fig. 10 Optimal continued and rejected takeoff paths 
for a vertical takeoff (W=11470 lbf). 

500ft 

Figure ll shows the optimal CTO and RTO paths 

for the minimum required takeoff distance. It should 

be noted that the BFL condition is not realized be

cause its critical decision speed is higher than that 

at which the CTO distance is minimum, hence the 

BFL is longer than this minimum required takeoff 

distance. 

Optimal Takeoff Procedures 

Figure 12 (a) and (b) summarize each takeoff 

procedure's minimum required takeoff distances and 

maximum takeoff weight obtained in the preceding 

sections. The optimal takeoff procedures according 

to the available takeoff field length and the resultant 

maximum takeoff weight are concluded to be as fol

lows: !) Zero-filed-length operations allow a 11500 

lbf maximum takeoff weight, 2) A 600 foot takeoff 

field allows a !3000 lbf takeoff weight using either a 

helicopter or conversion mode takeoff, although if the 

nacelle angle is optimally controlled following power 

failure, an additional 500 lbf is allowed, and 3) If 

a 2000 foot runway is available, any takeoff weight 

within the design limit is allowed. It should be noted 

that these results are based on the following assump

tions: 1) Sea level, 20°C OAT, 2000 shp AEO and 

1250 shp OEI power, 2) Required takeoff distance is 

defined as the longer of the CTO and RTO distances, 

and 3) The critical decision speed is optimized for 

each operational condition so that the BFL condi

tion is obtained. 

I ~ 

E!~ 

Fig. 11 Optimal continued and rejected takeoff paths for a running takeoff (YV=1G320 lbf). 
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-~-- Running Takeoff 
- Conversion Mode Takeoff 
- Helicopter Mode Takeoff 
-·-·-· Optimal Nacelle Angle Control 
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Fig. 12 Variation of required takeoff distances with re· 
spect to takeoff weight for various takeoff procedures. 

Conclusion 

Nonlinear optimal control theory was successfully 

applied to tiltrotor aircraft control following power 

failure. Optimization of the various takeoff proce

dures, i.e., vertical, running, and oblique takeoffs 

in either helicopter or conversion mode, correspond

ing to the available takeoff field length, showed dis

tinct ad vantages in increasing the maximum take

off weight, especially when applying variable critical 

decision speeds according to the takeoff field con

figuration. The results obtained here are expected 

to contribute to the efficient use of tiltrotor aircraft 

in transport category operations, with the presented 

theory being considered to be useful in reducing the 

cost, time, and risks involved in the certification 

flight tests. 
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